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A B S T R A C T

LSCF/CGO composite cathodes decorated with small amount (less than 1 wt%) of nano CuO particles has
been synthesized by inﬁltration technique. The area speciﬁc resistance (ASR) of the LSCF/CGO at 500  C
has been signiﬁcantly reduced by the CuO inﬁltration from 15.5 V cm2 and 0.62 V cm2 to 3.9 V cm2 and
0.32 V cm2 at 500  C and 650  C respectively. The redox reaction of Cu2+/Cu1+ at the interface of CuO and
LSCF/CGO has been assigned as the main reason for the improvement. Lattice parameter change of LSCF at
500  C has been detected by High Temperature XRD, indicating partial diffusion of Cu2+ into the lattice of
LSCF, and formation of a new Cu containing compound. The performance stability of the inﬁltrated
samples has been investigated by aging at 500  C and 650  C for 150 hours in stagnant air. A slight
degradation of the catalytic property was observed during the aging process. The degradation may be
attributed to three factors: (i) the coarsening of CuO nanoparticles, (ii) segregation of the SrO due the
lattice change and (iii) instability of the new Cu2+ contained compounds.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Due to the fast-growing energy demand and the increasing
urgency for environmental protection, clean energy sources have
become an inevitable technological objective. However, until 2011,
the world energy consumption based on the use of clean energy
was only 9.8% according to the International Energy Agency (IEA).
Replacing conventional energy sources by clean energy sources has
proven to be expensive and can hardly bring economic effects to
local communities in the short run, especially in some developing
countries [1–3]. Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) have been widely
studied for more than 50 years as promising route towards clean
and efﬁcient energy, [4–6]. However, the production and
operational costs still remain major barriers to the SOFCs
commercialization. As reported by The Joint Program of the
Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) and Battelle Company [7] in 2014,
the main cost of a SOFC stack is contributed by the metal
components which currently utilize high quality specialized alloys
in order to withstand the corrosion at high operational temperatures. Hence reducing the working temperature is desirable as it
would allow replacement of expensive metal components or
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ceramic interconnectors by cheaper stainless steel. However, any
reduction of the operational temperature will also dramatically
suppress the catalytic activity of the electrodes, thus signiﬁcantly
compromising the cell output power. Therefore, it is critically
important to explore novel materials and architecture solutions
preserving the high catalytic activity of the SOFCs electrodes at
reduced working temperatures.
In the recent years some signiﬁcant and promising research has
been done on the implementation of LSCF cathodes modiﬁed with
various metals. Precious metals like Pt, Pd or Ag have been proven
in the past to have very good catalytic properties for oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR). However, the high cost has prevented
their wide scale commercialization in the SOFC. Thus the use of
low-cost transitional metals in the synthesis of the cathodes like
Cu modifying the B-site of the ABO3 lattice have been an object of
signiﬁcant interest. Some promising results were reported while
the difﬁculties have been usually assigned to the chemical
interactions of Cu at high sintering temperatures [8,9]. An
alternative strategy in achieving higher catalytic activity in porous
SOFC electrodes is the inﬁltration of active materials into the
electrode backbone structure thus extending the TPB of the ORR
reaction area by nano-decorating the electrode scaffolding. In the
case of the cathode, the material could be either an ionic conductor,
such as Ce0.9Gd0.1O2 (CGO) or Zr0.9Y0.1O2 (YSZ) inﬁltrated onto the
surface of an electronic conductors’ backbone, such as La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (LSCF), La0.6Sr0.4MnO3 (LSM) and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3
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(BSCF) or vice versa [10,11]. The combination of LSCF and CGO are
commonly used as cathode materials for SOFC and the inﬁltration
of LSCF onto CGO scaffold has been extensively studied and proved
to be an effective way to reduce the operating temperature [12–14].
An alternative option is the inﬁltration of metal nitrate ink (e.g Cu
nitrate) into the composite cathode (e.g LSCF/CGO) and sintering at
relatively low temperatures (500  C) thus forming nano-decoration pattern onto the surface of the composite porous scaffolding
simultaneously avoiding the adverse effects of high temperature
sintering [15]. Many efforts have been made to design and produce
SOFCs operating successfully at 500  C [16–18]. It has been stated
that in order to keep a reasonable fuel cell voltage output at lower
temperature, the ASR of the electrodes should not exceed the value
of 0.1 V cm2 [19,20]. Recently, the research group from Michigan
State University has reported reduction of the cathode’s ASR to
0.1 V cm2 at 540  C by pre-inﬁltration method [21]. This suggested
the possibility for further reduction of the temperature.
In this work, we attempted to enhance the catalytic efﬁciency of
LSCF/CGO composite cathode operating at 500  C by inﬁltrating
small amount of CuO nanoparticles into a porous composite
scaffolding. CuO/CeO2 has been previously reported as good
catalyst due to its synergistic redox and interaction property on
the Cu-Ce interface [22–24]. The formation of CuO1-d nano
percolation can produce oxygen vacancies and provide another
pathway for the oxygen ions. In addition, if Cu2O is not in
thermodynamic equilibrium; it tends to chemisorb oxygen by
donating electrons to form O2 and CuO. The oxygen anions can
hop into the vacancies of the nearby oxide ion conductors and
allow the resulting Cu+ ion to further chemisorb oxygen from the
environment [25].
2. Experimental Section
Commercial La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (d50: 0.10-0.50 mm, surface
area: 10.0-14.0m2/g, Fuel Cell Materials), denoted as LSCF,
Ce0.9Gd0.1O2 (d50: 0.10-0.50 mm, surface area: 10.0-14.0m2/g,
Sigma-Aldrich), denoted as CGO, and hydroxypropyl cellulose
(Mw: 100,000, particle size: 20 mesh, Sigma-Aldrich) were used for
inks preparation. To make CGO electrolyte, CGO with 5 wt% of
hydroxypropyl cellulose were ball milled by zirconium dioxide
balls with ethanol for 24 hrs at 300 rpm. The addition of ethanol
helped to form ﬂoating phase during ball milling to dissolve the
cellulose and enhance the milling efﬁciency. After milling, the
mixture was dried at 90  C for 10 hrs and grounded with mortar to
break the agglomerated particles. Then, the powders were
uniaxially pressed into discs with diameters of 1.3 cm at a
195 kg/cm2 pressure by using stainless steel die. The resulting
green CGO discs were heat treated at 400  C for 1hr to burn off the
binder and sintered at 1400  C for 4 hrs. The heating and cooling
rates were 5  C/min.
Symmetrical cells were produced by inkjet printing of LSCF/
CGO cathode composite ink on both sides of the fully dense CGO
discs. The preparation of stable suspension inks is of critical
importance for achieving repeatable jetting and avoiding clogging
of the nozzles. The nozzle oriﬁce diameter used in this work was
100 mm. In order to minimise the risk of clogging, care was taken to
limit the powder particle size to below the empirically established
level of 3 mm. The commercial LSCF and CGO powders were mixed
with alpha-Terpineol and binders, and ball milled with 3YSZ beads
in 3YSZ bowls in a planetary mill. Alpha-Terpineol acted as ink
carrier as well as an efﬁcient dispersant. The particle sizes of the asprepared inks were analysed and a bimodal distribution was
observed with a major peak centred at 0.2-0.4 mm diameter and a
smaller broad tail towards larger diameters. The mass load of the
inks was limited by the rheological working window of the nozzle,
which deﬁned the regime of stable repeatable jetting. Hence the

Fig. 1. Cross section of the LSCF/CGO cathode before CuO inﬁltration (a) and a
microstructure of LSCF/CGO cathode’s surface without inﬁltration (b). Microstructure of CuO inﬁltrated LSCF/CGO cathode’s surface aged at 500  C.
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viscosity of the suspension inks had to be adjusted to suitable
levels by adding another lower viscosity solvent. The suspension
inks were sufﬁciently stable to permit printing without further
mechanical agitation. The inks were additionally ﬁltered through
3 mm glass microﬁber ﬁlters before being loaded into an
electromagnetic modiﬁed “Domino” inkjet nozzle compartment.
The nozzle was used to produce symmetric cells with porous
10 mm thick cathode coatings. As-prepared cells were heated in air
to 400  C for 1hr to burn the polymer ink vehicle off and then
heated to 1150  C for 2 hrs to form the porous cathodes. Ramping
rates of 5  C/min of heating and cooling was used.
To produce CuO inﬁltrated cathodes, impregnation solutions of
1 M Cu(NO3)2 were prepared by dissolving Cu(NO3)2 3H2O (Sigma
Aldrich) with appropriate amount of citric acid (mole ratio of Cu2+
to Citric acid is 1:1.5) into a mixture of distilled water and ethanol
(volume ratio of 1:2). The ethanol was used to enhance the
wettability of the ink due to its lower surface tension. The
inﬁltration process was carried out by placing a drop of metal
nitrate solution onto the surface of the cathode (sequentially on
both sides). The solution was permeated into the cathode by
capillary action under vacuum. After that, the pellets were heat
treated at 500  C in air for 30mins in order to decompose the metal
nitrate and form metal oxide nanoparticles. Heating and cooling
rates of 5  C/min were employed. Finally, the symmetric cells were
coated by silver mesh and the polarization curves were measured
by impedance spectroscopy (Solarton SI 1287 electrochemical
interface and SI 1260 impedance/gain-phase analyser, frequency
range
0.01Hz–100000 Hz and AC amplitude
10 mV). Phase
transition and lattice parameter change of LSCF during heating
from 50  C to 750  C (interval temperature 50  C, heating rate
3  C/min, measurement duration for each point
15mins) has
been examined by High temperature XRD (D8 advance Bruker
powder diffractometer). Microstructure of the sample has been
observed by FEI Nova NanoSEM FEG and the element distribution
was measured by EDX mapping.
3. Results and discussion
The cross-section of a single symmetric cell before CuO
inﬁltration with dense electrolyte and porous electrodes (10–
15 mm in thickness) obtained by the as-described sintering
procedure is shown in Fig. 1a and b. Inﬁltration of CuO introduced
dense and uniform nanoparticles decoration distributed on the
cathode surface (see Fig. 1c and d). The average particle size
10 nm was estimated by high resolution SEM. Analysing the
surface composition by EDX conﬁrmed these nanoparticles as CuO.
EDX mapping showed the surface of LSCF/CGO cathode was
fully covered by CuO nanoparticles (see Fig. 2). The amount of CuO
on the surface detected by the EDX probe was approx. 5at%. These
CuO particles has coarsened to 50 nm and 400 nm after aging at
500  C and 650  C respectively. The EIS Nyquist plots and the
evolution of area-speciﬁc resistances (ASRs) vs time at 500  C and
650  C are shown in Fig. 3.
A signiﬁcant reduction of ASR from 15.5 V cm2 and 0.62 V cm2
to 3.9 V cm2 and 0.32 V cm2 was observed at both 500  C and
650  C as a direct result of the inﬁltration (see Fig. 3a and b) while
the Ohmic resistance of the cells did not seem to be affected by
either inﬁltration or aging. After aging, the ASR of non-inﬁltrated
sample at 500  C and 650  C has increased to 64.1 V cm2 and
1.95 V cm2 whereas that of the CuO inﬁltrated sample has only
increased to 20.3 V cm2 and 0.54 V cm2 (the ASR was calculated as
ASR = (1/2S)*R, S is the total surface area of the cathode, 0.78 cm2,
and R is the total resistance contributed by the cathode on both
side of the electrolyte, which is extracted from the distance
between the two intersection points of the semicircle on the
Nyquist plot with Z” axis as shown in Fig. 3a and b).

Fig. 1. (Continued)
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Fig. 2. Distribution of CuO nanoparticles on the LSCF/CGO cathode’s surface obtained by EDX mapping.

Both the degradation of LSCF/CGO and the catalytic enhancement due to the CuO inﬁltration was more signiﬁcant at 500  C. The
observed ASR reduction suggested that the inﬁltration with CuO
could reduce and stabilize the cathode working temperature in the
temperature range of 500  C–650  C. Although the performance of

CuO inﬁltrated sample also degraded, it gradually reached the
steady state after 150 hours (see Fig. 3c and d). It could be
speculated that the ASR of CuO inﬁltrated LSCF/CGO would remain
at this stable level during the long-term operation. Therefore, CuO
inﬁltration could be an efﬁcient and cost-effective way to enhance

Fig. 3. Impedance spectra of symmetrical cells inﬁltrated with CuO plus a reference non-inﬁltrated sample measured before and after aging 150 hours at (a) 500  C and (b)
650  C; (b) (c) ASR of CuO inﬁltrated LSCF/CGO increased during aging at 500  C and (d) at 650  C.
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Fig. 4. Lattice parameter change of LSCF vs. temperature

(a) a and b axis and (b) c axis, with and without the inﬁltration of CuO.

the catalytic stability of LSCF/CGO cathode. In order to further
optimize the inﬁltration procedure, we needed to understand the
mechanism leading to the observed improvement of ORR reaction
efﬁciency as well as enhanced operational stability. It was
considered that in the as-described experimental conditions Cu
could either stay on the surface of LSCF/CGO or diffuse into its
lattice. Hence, the catalytic property of LSCF/CGO could be affected
by two possible processes.
In the ﬁrst scenario, ORR reaction would be affected at the
interface between CuO and LSCF/CGO where CuO acted as catalyst.
The oxidation state change of Cu2+/Cu+ would create oxygen
vacancy facilitating the catalytic process so that the ASR was
effectively reduced. During aging, the small CuO particles

aggregated and coarsened, as shown in Fig. 1(d) and (f), due to
their high mobility. Consequently, the length of the CuO-LSCF/CGO
interface was reduced accordingly, leading to the reduction of the
length of the contact boundary between CuO and LSCF/CGO.
Another possible process is the diffusion of Cu2+ into the LSCF
lattice. We explored the LSCF cell parameters with high temperature XRD (step interval of 50  C). The results indicated that the
inﬁltration of CuO into the composite LSCF/CGO cathode led to a
noticeable change in the lattice parameters of the cathode material
at approximately 500  C as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b).
As clearly seen in Fig. 4, the unit cell of inﬁltrated LSCF was
elongated along the c- axis and shrank inward along a- and b- axes
at 450  C–800  C. We speculate that this nonlinear change

Fig. 5. (a) Unit cell model of LSCF and (b) The inﬂuence of the Jahn Teller’s effect due to the formation of six-coordinate Cu complex after CuO inﬁltration (drawn by Crystal
Maker).
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Fig. 6. The electronic conﬁguration of (a) Cu2+, (b) Co3+ and (c) Fe3+.

(within 50  C and 30mins)of the lattice parameter was quite likely
caused by a phase transition rather than chemical expansion or
thermal expansion.
LSCF is a perovskite with a rhombohedral structure as shown in
Fig. 5(a) having space group R-3C H(167) (where the space group of
a perovskite structure in a cubic system is pm3 m and the
coordinates number of the atoms was set by referencing the ICSD
database [26]).
Each unit cell contains 2 complete perovskite structures and 4
octahedrons. Each octahedron consists of 6 oxygen atoms on the
corners and 1 Co0.2Fe0.8 in the middle as shown in Fig. 5(a). Cu2+ is
not likely to be doped into the A (La, Sr)-site due to the ionic size
mismatch but it is a candidate dopant on the B (Co, Fe)-site.
Therefore, after the inﬁltration of CuO, at sufﬁciently high
temperature Cu2+ can diffuse into the B site to substitute Co3+
or Fe3+ ions and to form six oxygen coordinate Cu2+ complex as
shown in Fig. 5(b). Cu2+ has d9 electronic conﬁguration
(1s22s22p63s23p6d9) thus giving Cu2+ a degenerate ground state
due to the two possible distributions of the electrons on the eg orbit
as shown in Fig. 6(a). Due to the degeneracy, the repulsion forces
along x, y and z directions between Cu2+ and O2 will change. To
remove the degeneracy these octahedrons will be distorted (Jahn-

Teller’s distortion), and the distance between Cu2+ and O2 will
change. For Co3+ with d6 electron conﬁguration, which has an
intermediate spin state (t2g5eg1) [27], the degeneracy is on both
high and low energy state (See Fig. 6(b)). However, there is only
one electron on high-energy state (eg) and the distortion from the
low-energy state is relatively negligible (t2g). The repulsion force
will be much smaller than Cu2+, which has three electrons on the
high-energy state. The high spin Fe3+ has a d5 electron conﬁguration with no degeneracy (t2g3eg2) [28]. Therefore, there is no
expectation of Jahn Teller distortion due to Fe3+ (See Fig. 6(c)).
Therefore, once Cu2+ goes into the LSCF’s lattice, the lattice
parameters are expected to change as evidenced by the observed
XRD results.
Jahn Teller distortion in Cu2+-contained composites has been
extensively studied [29–32] and the lattice strain due to Cu2+
substitution has become a common example demonstrating the
Jahn Teller effects. We assume that the lattice parameter change of
LSCF after the CuO inﬁltration is a result of Cu substitution into the
LSCF lattice. As a consequence, the inﬁltration of CuO can increase
the instability of the lattice due to the lattice strain and cause
enhanced segregation of SrO. The segregation of SrO is a commonly
observed phenomenon in LSCF cathodes [33–36] and was found to

Fig. 7. XRD of “LSCuF” synthesized by different temperature.
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be an inherent reason of the degradation of LSCF based cathodes. In
addition, Co2O3 or Fe2O3 can also segregate to balance the internal
charge. The resulting segregation of nanoparticles is expected to
occur on the surface of the cathode backbone. As mentioned by
[33], such segregation was occurring also in non-inﬁltrated LSCF
cathodes taking place at the top surface or near surface region
while the overall composition has not changed. The effect was
linked to the high oxygen non-stoichiometry inherent to the LSCF.
Due to the limited resolution of the EDX, it was hard to
distinguish between Cu, Co, Fe and Sr signals generated from the
surface and bulk. However, as the effect of diffusion of CuO was
observed we tried to verify evidence of the existence of a Cu
containing compound by synthesis of a new cathode material
replacing Co with Cu in order to obtain La0.6Sr0.4Cu0.2Fe0.8 (LSCuF).
LSCuF powder has been synthesized via sol gel method.
Stoichiometric amount of La, Sr, Cu and Fe nitrate was mixed
with citric acid (metal ion(mole): citric acid(mole) = 1:1.5) in water.
The as prepared solution was dried at 80  C for the sol-gel process
and calcined at different temperatures from 400  C to 800  C and
cooled to room temperature. Room temperature XRD (Bruker D8)
tests of the as–synthesized powder was performed exploring
phase dynamic of the new perovskite structure at different
calcination temperatures as shown in Fig. 7.
Bellow 450  C, the powder mixture was still a composite of
poly-crystalline and nano-crystalline powders while the perovskite structure formation started above 450  C. A single phase
LSCuF was obtained when the calcination temperature reached
levels above 700  C. The peaks of CuO are indicated in Fig. 7 by star
signs (referencing the PDF 78-0428-ICSD database). The XRD
results conﬁrmed that CuO was incorporated into the solid
solution at approximately 500  C. Therefore, the formation of
partially substituted LS(Co)CuF at 500  C in the CuO inﬁltrated
LSCF/CGO cathode was considered plausible.
The impedance spectroscopy of identical LSCF/CGO and LSCuF/
CGO (1:1) symmetrical cells has been tested at 500  C in stagnant

air. The ASR of LSCuF/CGO was measured to be approximately
10 V cm2, which was signiﬁcantly lower than the value measured
for the LSCF/CGO composite cathode as shown in Fig. 8(a). The
degradation of LSCuF based cell after 10 h at 500  C (see Fig. 8(b))
was observed to have similar trend to that of Cu inﬁltrated LSCF/
CGO cell as presented on Fig. 3(b).
These two results indicated that the improvement of catalytic
property of LSCF/CGO cathode due to the inﬁltration of CuO could
be attributed not only to the promotion of the redox reaction
taking place at the CuO-LSCF/CGO interface but also to the
formation of new bulk compound as per formation of LS(Co)CuF or
other Cu contained compound. Following the same logic, the
performance degradation could be caused not only by the
coarsening of the CuO nanoparticles but also due to the instability
of LSCuF.

4. Conclusions
The inﬁltration of a composite LSCF/CGO cathode with Cu
nitrate inks and the consequent formation of CuO nano-decoration
was proven to successfully reduce the polarization resistance of
the cathode in both short and long term. The effect was more
pronounced at low working temperature (500  C) but deteriorated
to some extent after 150 h aging in stagnant air.
The improvement of the cathode catalytic property by CuO
inﬁltration before aging may be due to two reasons:
1. The oxidation state change of the Cu2+/Cu1+ on the cathode’s
surface creating oxygen vacancies near the CuO-LSCF/CGO
interface and accelerating the incorporation of oxygen from the
environment.
2. The diffusion of Cu2+ into the LSCF lattice, forming new Cu
containing compounds, such as LSCoCuFe, and thus facilitating
an improvement of the overall activation polarization losses.
The observed better long term stability of the inﬁltrated vs the
non-inﬁltrated symmetrical cells suggested that Cu substitution in
the LSCF lattice maybe responsible for an inhibition of SrO
nanoparticles segregation on the LSCF surface responsible for
suppressing the catalytic activity on the surface of the scaffold. The
degradation of the inﬁltrated cathode observed after aging at
500  C for 150 hours could be attributed to three factors:
1. The observed coarsening of the Nano CuO particles after
150 hours which signiﬁcantly reduced the length of the CuOLSCF/CGO interface.
2. CuO interaction with LSCF, resulting in the internal strain of the
LSCF lattice.
3. The new Cu containing compound could be unstable during
long-term exposure to 500  C.
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